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Forev.'crd

The p'jrpcse in this paper Is to demonstrate that the
drama of Richard Brorae grew, not from any relatively unthinking or slavish imitation of Ben Jonson, but from
the social and ideological concerns and conflicts of
Brome's period.

Brome's drama expresses to a very

large

extent the restricted freedom available to an artist in a
society polarized around social issues.

His techniques,

and the theory outlined in this paper as basic to his
art, were almost inevitable choices for an artist and man
in his situation.
The approach is based upon a significant amount of
historical and social interpretation.

There are those

who feel that the study of literature can be conducted
almost independently of the study of its origins.

But

literature is the product of a society, and of its tastes.
ae well as of sn author.

Those vrao compare Brom.e and

Jonson (eighteen years older than Brome) and Shakespeare
(older still) and call Brom.e' s art ''Decadent" commdt tv/o
major errors.

They compare a good minor artist (Brome)

with good m^ajor artists (Shakespeare and Jonson); and in
so doing, they also compai^e tv/o, or even three,
intellectual-social eras, assuming rather naively that
social background and social climate are scmehov; of little
importance to an author, that all ages encoui''age the prc1i 1

^'

iv
duction of great tragedy, that all ages are capable of
producing great literature.

One of the logical extrapo-

lations of the theory set forth in this paper is, to the
contrary, that some ages are incapable of tragedy; others,
of good lyric poetry; still others, of good work in other
forms,

The social-political climate of an author's

milieu can limit both his scope and his choice of form,
and thus, his possibilities of greatness.
One must look in both the history and the literature
of an age before he can understand the period well enough
to evaluate with m.essure and honesty the achievements of
its writers.

Brome' s talent, lim.ited in several ways,

was nonetheless one of the great dramatic talents of his
time and place, and Bromie should not be censured for his
failure to v/rite a Hamlet or Macbeth or a much-quoted
sonnet sequence.

Shakespeare's late tragedies were, weak,

and it is doubtful that all the blame may be laid to his
declining powers; he wrote his late plays during the time
when the problems that plagued Brome's time were to a
large degree created.

The Caroline period's heritage

and future were both too distant and too uncertain to
allow for any great tragic considerations; the time was,
at once, too afraid and too petty.
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND AND BIOGRAPHY

It is a reasonable guess that Brome v/as born about
1590.^

Beyond that assumption, we know nothing of his

life before h*e becam.e associated with Ben Jonson sometime
before the production of Bartholomew Fair.

And v/hile it

is true that Bartholomew Fair was produced in I6l4, it is
an exercise of some scholarly faith or gullibility to believe this date signifies the beginning of Brcmie ' s career
merely on the presence of Brome's name in Jonson's Induction to that published play.

It is quite possible that

Jonson m.ight have added the touch later, or might have
written this Induction for a later performiance of his
play.

Regardless of the initial date of Brome's affilia-

tion v.'ith Jor.scn, it is fairly certain that the date cannot be later than 1623, v/hen Brcmie and Ben Jonson, Jr.
collaborated in the writing and production of a play {now
lost) .2
Subsequent to 1623, there are sufficient evidences of
his ercfesslonal activity to allow us to chart, at least
partially, his theatrical affiliations and to indicate a
few of his friends for the period until his death after
1650, probably in 1653.-^

V/e can find evidence that he

was a playv/right-in-residence at tv/o theaters, that he
may have acted occasiona'ly, and that his services were
1

o
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prized enough that the Salisbury Court theater filed
legal suit to prevent his breaking the exclusive contract
they held with him."^
Personal Profile
The biography of almost any worthy writer can be a
most fascinating study.

Circumstances or people that in

the lives of most m.en are forgotten or go completely unnoticed are seen and recorded by the creative person who
later reconstructs them, adding dimensions of meaning
through artistic distortion (emphasis) of peculiar characteristics of the subjects.

It is interesting to try to

find in the life of the artist some means of approaching
and understanding his works.

A bonus of such a study is

that it often reveals nevr facets in the history as well as
in the artist.
It is unfortunate that we knov; very little about
Brome' s early life, but perhaps in his case the loss is
not so great as it might at first seem.

Although v;e do

not know who or what his parents.were, we do know that
Brome was a common name in Tudor and Stuart England.
From the fact of its commonness and obscurity, we may
infer for Brome a relatively low social standing.
Very probably Brome lived a quite normal London lowerclass childhood and adolescence, doing odd manual jobs or
working as a domestic servant in some household in order
to help his family or self stay alive.

By the time he

3
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had attained his majority, he had worked at many Jobs.
Perhaps he had begun to kjiow v^hat Jobs he liked best.

He

may have begun work as a servant with an acting company.
There v/ere always many Jobs to do around a playhouse, and
some Jobs required at least a slight degree of specialization.

Those who did not have the skills soon developed

them.

Undoubtedly Bromie did well whatever his Job was

and found a secure position.

From this initial associa-

tion v;ith a dramatic group or -- the possibility miust not
be overlooked -- with Jonson, Brom.e either v;as taken by
Jonson or, if he had been v;ith Jonson, became increasingly
indispensable to him.
The termi "lovrer-cla ss" is not used in a pejorative
fashion; during Brome's younger, formative, years, the
middle (com:m.ercial and professional) class, as it is seen
today, had Just begun to em-.erge as a significant force in
England.

Thus, to place Brome in the lower class is

m.erely to signify that he v/as not rich in land, titles,
or funds; to place him. thus does not indicate in him any
baseness of character or servility of temperament.

Brcm.e

v/as by heritage one of the Com.mon People, and in this fact
are m.an2; of his strengths as v;ell as his weaknesses.
The society into vNnich Brome was born v;as still a relatively closed society consisting mostly of tv:o great and
time-honored classes, "the Haves," and "the Have-Ncts."
Form^al standards of conduct, such as they v;ere, v;ere set

by laws passed by groups comiposed predominantly of "Haves"
and interpreted by a Judiciary of the same group.

Vihether

the laws were obeyed or ignored is of little concern here;
what is im.portant is the theory of the creation and operation of the principles of law which ultimately were
reflections, however dim and blurred, of the principle of
Order based on the Great Chain of Being concept.

The

society which educated Bromie was an expression of the
Great Chain of Being.
At the head of the society v;as the king, responsible
to God.

Beneath the King, in the tem.poral and ecclesi-

astical orders (a situation possible in England only because Henry VIII had assumed this right), were the great
lords and the Archbishop, and, descending in order, the
lesser lords and knights and church officials, all in
their ordained places, functioning es links in the Great
Chain v;hich bound to a com.mon purpose all elements in the
universe and thereby maintained harmony and order.
The Order or structure of the nation could stand as
long as each of its bricks stayed v;here it had been put.
The Great Chain of Being was an idea almost perfectly
suited to express and reinforce the social stability inherent in a static or very slowly changing society.

But

when the forces of Commerce began to pull out the old
mortar of land and breeding and to change the positions
of the bricks, remortaring the cracks with money, the
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structure could not stand.

Losing a chimney here and a

door there, the Order in the nation began to crumble.
The society in which Brome wrote had begun to destroy the
Great Chain of Being.
It was not impossible for the average person of the
Elizabethan period to believe firmly in a hierarchical
Chain extending down from God to King to Lord to Showmaker, and on down until the least existences -- almost
things of no existence -- v;ere also linked directly to
God.

The many elements of the Universe were bound by the

Great Chain into-the Oneness of God. which gave them, a
singleness and coherence.
reflected by Order.

The health of the Universe was

If the Chain were broken at any point,

catastrophe (duality) would rule until Order (Unity, Oneness) was reestablished.
The centrality of the Great Chain of Being to all
philosophical and social thought of the day, and its pervasiveness in the daily considerations cf the period encomipassing Brom-e' s birthdate, are illustrated rather
clearly in this literature of the time:
...and by /Christ/ all things are one, not as a
heape of corne or graine is one body, onely by
lying together, but because all partes doe hang
together, and be as it were one chaine. For
God, Christ, the holy Ghost, the soule, Angels
and all corporall things is as it were this
chaine and the Father is the principall life
and cause of life, and al thin?:s in the v/orld
have being and life of Christ, the life it selfe
which giveth them to all things, and is in the
life, and all in all. ... /Worldly and rational/

Philcsophie and phisicke hang not together in
the cnaine aforesaid, nor yet bee illuminated
from the right Center, nor seene from the same,
but be founded upon divers Centers, whereby
their Circles doe cut one another, or touch ech
other, therefore they doe not consist in union,
but are contrary to eche other. Such Center is
the Center of dualitie, contrarietie and discord.5
The essential point of this creed informing Brome's
early society and his entire social outlook is that each
element, each man or thing, serves the common good by occupying the place designed for him.

And each m.an does

have a place, a function, to which he is by nature best
suited.

For him to step out of place is folly.

rules, and the lords and people obey.

The King

If the people wish

to bring to the attention of their benevolent king some
need that he may have overlooked, they do not march to his
throne room. door.

Rather, they ask the man above them,

who asks his superior.

This process is repeated on each

level until there is found scm.eone suited to approach the
throne.

The request is then heard.

The importance of

position or place can hardly be overem.pha sized in this
system..
It would be foolish to p^y that the world of Brom.e' s
drama reflects these ideas as doctrinal statements.

Cer-

tainNy it is true that even by 1600 and I6IO these ideas
were ceaslnr to rule all thought .^ But it is equally true,
and .miore important to this paper, that there v/as still
much formal adherence to these ideas -- and machinery for
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enforcement of them -- although the Chain had, in practice begun to rust.

Just as a piece of timber often ap-

pears sound long after borers have hollowed the center,
so long-standing customs and ideas are given public lip
service long after they are privately doubted or even
scorned.
There was in the Great Chain idea a grand logic and a
majesty of structure combined with a simplicity of meaning that made its truth seem almost self-evident.

In an

earlier time of less-complicated lives, it had been true.
Although the credibility of its logic had begun to weaken
by the tim.e Brome began to write, the majesty of the structure lingered in Bromie' s mind to give shape to the more
conscious, more intellectual, .more personal philosophy he
developed later.

The sense of proportion built into the

Great Chain of Being combined readily v/ith the humanistic
ideals cf measure, balance, and moderation.
A deeply experienced but casually articulated humanism
asserted itself as the second great guide in Brome's approach to life.

The origins of this humanism are, in

part at least, obscure to observers of the modern period.
However, m.any factors can work to cause the adoption of a
belief.

There was enough variety of experience in Brome's

life to provoke in him a deep-rooted and moderately broad
understanding of human nature.
Any attem.pt to trace the development of a man's phil-

e
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osophy must start with the man's mind and progress to the
influential facts of his life.

To say that Brome was an

intelligent man will probably not cause violent controversy; he did have an obvious native intelligence.

There

is no evidence, however, that he received any formal educational training.

He was able to substitute the experi-

ences and training of life for many of the academic experiences and disciplines that he never had.
Brome worked as a menial servant, probably for many
people over a period of at least a decade, before he became Jonson's servant.

As a servant and an intelligent

man., he had the opportunity of seeing a contrast of worlds.
He sav/ the world of the menial and he saw the world of the
rich.

The obvious result of this contrast in the m.ind of

an intelligent and observant man would be a kno\>rledg,e of
the m.isconceptions and follies cherished by each group.
The logical end of such a comparative process, especially when coupled v;ith a sense of personal worth, is a
realization of the absurdity of labels and a recognition
that all men are hum^an and therefore, in a basic way, equal
in spite of titles or material possessions.

Neither la-

bels nor clothes make a man noble or menial; it is what is
in the man--his human spirit--that m-akes him noble or menial.
Using the contrasts he had observed, Brome expressed
in his plays a humanistic faith in the value of the person.

His humanism, which we might aptly term Vernacular because it spoke the language of the people, encompassed
the rich, the poor, the clever and the foolish.

He had

compassion for the worthy, and pity and forgiveness for
the foolish and the evil if they asked for forgiveness.
Brome's humanism was rooted in a strong sense of social proportion derived from experience.

There is little

of the abstractness and dogmatism, which characterize
faiths of intellectual or academic derivation.

We might

consider this observation strange because of Brome's long
association with Ben Jonson, whose humanism came predominantly from classical sources and is notably more censorious and severe than that of Brome.

Brome's humanism grew

out of life and rem.ained tempered with a spirit of mercy
v;hile. Jonson' s seem^ed to have been imposed, upon an otherwise unruly life.

Brome was a man of strong character

and, as will be shown later, maintained his autonomy while
working with Jonson.

Brome's mind was individual and he

was obstinately proud of his independence and his forthrightness, things he held as part of his heritage as a
man.

As he said in the Dedicatory Letter for his last

play, published in 1652:
You know, Sir, I am old, and cannot cringe, nor
Court with the powder'd and ribbanded Wits of
our dales: But, though I cannot speak so. much,
I can think as well, and as honourably as the
best.7
Brome's concern for the preservation, in public life
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and in the theater, of the real human values of honesty
and unaffected forthrightness led him, soon after he began writing, to align himself with elements of the old
order which he saw as the only representative of the values he had learned to love.

In the emerging anti-human

values of commerce, best characterized in the term cashnexus, and in the affected and inflated values of the
court, he felt a clear threat to all of his values.

In

the hypocrisy of Puritans and in the bought knighthoods
and the indulgence of court favorites, Brome felt essential human values eroded and replaced by values hollow
and meaningless.

Knights were not brave but rich, and a

man could not be honest and still be respected by people
who valued richness more than honesty.

Finery counted for

more than integrity; appearance, for more than reality.
The personal honesty, the plainness, evident in the
lines quoted above was the key to Brome's social philosophy, his self-conception, and his dramatic art. His
plays are filled with people who try to be what they are
not or in other ways delude themselves to the detrim.ent
of themiselves and of those around them.

In a time when

plays, under the Influence of the court, became increasingly lavish both in production and in language, Brome's
plays rem.ained simple, speaking the language of the people
who saw them.

The only exception to this statem.ent is

found in a burlesque of the court fashion of precious
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language, The Love Sick Court.^ which Brome wrote in the
style he often scathingly referred to as "the fashion."
The. Love Sick Court exposed to ridicule the absurdity of
"the fashion" and restated Brome's belief in the value of
simplicity.
That Brome's dramatic credo included this belief in
the necessity of plainness can readily be seen in the Prologues to his plays.

Perhaps one of the most outspoken

and devastating oblique commentaries by Brome on the
precious courtly fashion in drama is found in his Prologue
to The Antipodes'.
Opinion, which our Author cannot court,
(for the deare daintinesse of it) has, of late
From the old way of PIayes possesst a Sort
Only to run to those, that carry state
In Scene magnifleant and language high;
And Cloathes worth all the rest, except the Action,
And such are only good those Leaders cry;
And into that beleefe draw on a Faction,
That must despise all sportive, merry Wit.,
Because som.e such great Play had none in it.^
In a later more direct but also more abstract attack
on the courtly fashion in drama, Brome penned in the Prologue to- The Court Bejgger a proud apologia for his own
plain style and an adxmonitcry address to his audience
about the selfish motives of the court dramatists. He
concluded his analysis and adm.onition with these vfords:
Yet you to /ne7 your favour may expresse
As well as unto those whose forwardnesse
Make's them, your Creature's thought, who in a way
To purchace fame give money v.'ith their Play,
Yet you som.etim.es pay deare for't, since they write
Less for your pleasure than their own delight.
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Which if our Poet fayle in. may he be
A Sceane of Kirth in their next Comedye.^^
Even in the stylized Prologues and Epilogues in which
authors were expected to bow and scrape, begging the artistic indulgence of the audience for the feebleness of
their dramatic v/ork, Brome failed in the conventional hypocrisies of authorship.

His honest bluntness and impu-

dent spirit apparently cost him no box office appeal.
Cause 'tis the Custome, By the Poet, Sirs,
I'm sent to crave a Plaudit, and the Spurrs
That prick him on to't, is, his promis*'d Pay
May chance to faile, if you dislike the Play,
But don't if you be wise; for hee has vow'd
To write farre v/orse if this be not allow'd.^^
Our Playmaker (for yet he won't be calld
Author, or Poet) nor beg to be installd
Sir Lawre_at,) . . .
...He does not aym.e.
So much at praise, as pardon; nor does claim.e
Lawrell, but Money; Eaves will buy no Sack,
And Honour fills no belly, deaths no back.
And therefore you .may see his maine intent
Is his owne welfare, and your merri.ment.
Then often come, 'twill mak.e us and hlmi the v:etter,
Wee'l drovrn the faults of this, in one that's better.1^
One m.ight expect Brom.e, discontented with the change
of the social systemi, to diagnose the change as a decay of
the old system., the only system he had knov/n, and to try
to reform it, to bring it back to working order.

As a

hum.anist, he placed his faith in the people and in education.

Using his plays as vehicles, he exposed to the peo-

ple their folly, as summing that exposure of abuses vv'ould
bring reform^ of practices.

One of his efforts apparently

brought scm:e of the reforms he desired.

The Weeding pl^
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Covert Garden was rewarded by official investigation and
at least partial legal correction cf the abuses it exposed.^3

Brome's attempts at the more general targets

were futile, but the fact that he made the attempts shows
the degree of his involvement with the corporate good of
his society.

The targets cf his efforts show, further,

the reasons for his involvement in the struggle.

Brome's

social philosophy made detachment from social issues and
conflicts impossible for him.
From the evidence of Bro.me's plays, we can infer
strong and consistent likes and dislikes. He
consistently ridicules popinjay courtiers and
their frivolous ways; he everyv^here despises
fadism, pretentiousness, and fanaticism;; he has
a genuine, m:edieval contemipt for the usurer and
the social parasite. He has consistent, positive
viev;s correlative v;ith these dislikes. He adhered throughout his writing career tc a sense
of corporate values -- of status, order, the
customiary lav;, of responsible exercise of authority, of the brotherhood cf m.en -- ail the
things that co.me under a belief in the public
good-i"^
If Brome v/ere al lov/ed to choose the character he considered most like himself, he would choose the blunt, honest and loyal servingm.an.

Brome v:as alvrays a servant --to

others, then to Ben Jonson, then^ as a playwright, to the
people of London.

In his happier days, he made his masters

to laugh at them.selves, tc see and Judge their own follies,
in the hope that they would exercise their ethical responsibility and reform their conduct before it created conditions which caused sudden reform..
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Critical Survey
The closing of the theaters in 1642 cannot legitimately, as some have suggested, be ccnsidered a critical Judgment of the quality of plays written by Brome and his
contemporaries.

Nor should the relatively off-hand dis-

missals given Brome by many critics be construed as final
Judgments of his work.

He was a good, thorough, workman

of the theatrical art, and his plays have been durable
enough to pass through miany successful revivals.
The course of events in the early l640's was sufficient to cause Brome many pessim:istic reflections.

He

said of his last play that "it had the luck to tum.ble
last of all in the Epidemicall ruins of the Scene...."^5
It was a bitter time for him when the theaters were closed;
the theater had been the_ most im.portant part of his life.
The theater was his career;- it paid his bills and gave
him. personal fulfillment because his plays v/ere expressions of his personal philosophy.

No longer was he able

to serve his people by entertaining them.

His enemies,

the Puritans,-"-^ v;ere in pov/er, and all of his personal
politics made null by events.
In spite of the change of the times and the Puritan
challenge tc traditional crder--things he had worked to
prevent, Brome was a success.

A profile of Brome would

not be complete unless it included a survey of the critical evaluations of the

DISVF

v/bich rrev/ out of his person-
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ality and his society.
A compendium of Brome criticism would be nothing less
than a luxurious indulgence in a paper of this limited
scope.

It is felt that representative chronological sam-

plings of the criticism will indicate adequately the critical trends and consensus on Brome while maintaining the
brevity necessary in this study.
The quantity of critical com.ment available from Brome's
contemporaries is, while relatively small, quite uniform
in impression.

Most of the criticism is to be found in

verses published•with the plays.

One might expect such

criticism to be generally favorable, and indeed it is. If
there were no other criticism available, and if some of it
were not by major figures, one might be wise to ignore
com.pletely such ccmm^endatory verses.

Certainly no editor,

and especially one who openly admired Brome, would a'ffix
derogatory criticism.

Hov/ever, there are reasons to be-

lieve that this favorable criticism is in fact representative of that Brome received fromi his contemporaries.
The success of Brome's first play, The Love-Sick Maid,
in February and March of 1629 followed quite closely the
failure of Jonson's New Inn.

The success of Brome (whom

Jonson had trained) in his first professional attempt after leaving Jonson's service, apparently rankled somewhat
in Jonson's thought and he, in his indignation at his own
failure, wrote som.e bitter lines which he, however, never
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published.

Referring to playhouses in general, he said:

Brome's sweeping(s) doe as well
Thear as his Masters Meale.17
He never published these lines, altering them instead to
read:
There,, .sweepings doe as well
As the best order'd meale.13
before they reached the press.

That he kept the term

"sweepings"—an inevitable referent of "broom"--may signify his candid evaluation of Brome's first play.

Unfortu-

nately, we have no way of knowing his full intent; his
fury at rejection by the playhouse audience may have been
the.whole substance of his bitter Judgment.

Regardless, '

relations between the two were outwardly and honestly cordial by the date of Brome's first publication. The Northern Lass (1632).
The Northern Lass was prefaced by verses from, among
others, Jonson, and Thcmas Dekker, who died later in the
year.

The verse by Jonson is quoted fully.
To my old Faithful Servant, and (by his concontinu'd Vertue) mv loving; Friend, the
Author cf this Work. Mr. Richard Brome.

I had you for a Servant, once, Dick Brome;
And you performed a Servants faithful parts,
Now, you are got into a nearer room.,
Of Fellowship, professing my old Arts.
And you do doe them well, with good applause.
Which you have Justly gained from the Stage,
By observation of those Comick Lav/es
V/hich I, your Master, first did teach the Age.
You learn'd it well, and for it serv'd your time
A Prentice-ship: which few do now adays.
Now each Court-Hobby-horse will wince in rim.e;

Is
17
Both learned and unlearned, all v;rite Playes.
It was not so of old: Men took up trades
That knew the Crafts they had bin bred in right:
An honest Bilbo-Smith would make good blades,^
And the Physician teach men spue, or shite;
The Cobler kept him to his nail, but now
He'll be a Pilot, scarce can Puide a PlourhJ^
Dekker's verses "to /^IBJ

Sonne Broom"20 indicate

more than a formal interest but are not valuable enough
to quote.

He showed pleasure in Brome's achievement in

The Northern Lass.
Finally among the contemporary co.mmentary m.ust be included some from Alexander Brome (no relative) who edited
his works and was, in Brome's life and after his death,
one of his closest friends.
But though I may not praise; I hope, I m.ay
Be bold to love thee. And the World shall say
I've reason for't. j[ love thee for thy Nam.e;
I_ love thee for thy Merit, and thy Fame:
I_ love thee for thy neat and harm.lesse wit.
Thy Mirth that does so cleane and closely hit.
Thy luck to please so well: who could go faster?
At" first to be the Envy of thy Master.
I love thee for thy self; for who can choose
But like the Fountain of so brisk a Muse?
I love this Comedie, and every line,
'
Because 'tis good, as well's because 'tis thiner-^
But in Epistles of this nature, something is
usually begg'd; and I would do so too, but, I
vow, am puzzled, what,. Tis not acceptance,
for then youle expect I should pcive it; tis
not Money, for then I shou'd loose my labour;
tis not praise, for the Author bid me tell you,
that, now he is dead, he iS of Falstaffs minde,
'and cares not for Honour; tis not Tpardon, for
that supposes a fault, which (I beleeve) you
cannot finde. But, if you'le know what it is,
it is that you would expect nothing else of
Preface, or Apologie, ... .22
Onely our Author garrison'd in's grave.
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. Fears no mans censure, nor ap^^lause does crave:
Leaves these Remains; if theyVe approv'd, of, ^ .
If not s£ too. But he would have us knov/,
He's now above our reach; for his Estate
He has secur'd against the comimon Fate
Of leaving to young heirs, whose high desires
Are to spend all, and be accounted Squires.
He was his cvra Executor, and made
Ev'n with the world; and that small AIA he had—
He without Law or Scribe put out cf doubt;
Poor he came into th'world, and poor went out.
His soul and body higher pov/ers claim:,
There's nothing left to play with, but his name;
Which you may freely toss; he all endures.
But as you use his name, so'11 others yours.23
These last criticisms are valuable because thev p:ive
us our only evidence of Brome's state in his last years.
Moreover, Alexander Brom.e v/as, as Andrev/s notes, "a man of
no mean ability."24

Cne may suppose that he, as a poet

hi.mself, would be more perceptive than most men in his
criticisms.

It is thus significant that Alexander Brome

is unequivocal in his endorsement of Richard Brom.e' s works,
and that he ccnsidered it worthv;hile to edit for public
consumption ten cf Bromie' s plays, five each in 1653 ar.d
1659.

It must be remembered that Alexander Brome did have

precedents in those plays v;hich had been published previously and had sold v/ell.

Certainly he would not have

edited the 1659 set of plays if, as its title page said,
the first edition had not sold well.

As Andrews asserts.

The fact is worth observing, too, that fifteenplays cf a mian of very obscure origin were published v/ithin seven years after his death.25
The ccnte.m.porary criticism available seems to shcv;
that BrcmiC was a very popular dra-m.atist of the Caroline
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period.

Knowing the im.portance of financial considera-

tions even in those remote times, one might ignore what
was said about him and confine his attention to the two
generous contracts offered Brome by the Salisbury Court
theater; ^ such contracts are not offered to second-rate
or unpopular writers.

Brome's attitude of confidence in

the security of his audience's opinion seems Justified,
both by literary criticism and by other evidence that
cannot be doubted.
After the Restoration (and only two years following
the publication of Five New Plays--l659). evidence of the
popularity cf Brome's plays continued to accumulate. Andrews states that
Four of them, at least, were revived, and one
held the stage for a hundred and fifty years.
1''^^ Antipodes v/as seen by Pepys in I66I; the
Mad Couple Welj^ Match'd was "slirhtly altered
by Mrs. Aphra Behn, and played and published
under the title of the Credulo-us Cuckold in
1677; the Northern Lass was acted in 168^, I7O6,
1717, and 173B; and the Jovial Crew three times
in 1661, and again in 1705, 1707, and 1708.
In 1731 it v/as made into an opera by the addition of miany songs, and continued to be produced. Dodsley, in 1744, gives tv;o casts of
performances; Genest adds others of I76O, 1774,
and I79I; and, finally, Charles La.mb reviewed
what I think v/as probably the last production,
1819. Further evidence of Brome's popularity
in the eighteenth century .may be seen in the
numicrous reprints of the tv\ro last m.entioned
plays. .,.27
During the rem.ainder of the century, there were many brief
references given to Brome's plays.

Cjioting these would

not add significantly to what has been noted about the
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esteem in which Brome was held.

What is significant about

these notices is the company in which Brome's name was
listed.

Significant omissions are made among his contem-

poraries.^°

Brome was listed with Shakespeare, Jonson,

Fletcher, and Shirley.
Of the criticism which appeared toward the end of the
1600's, probably that of Langbaine is representative of
the general view.
In imitation of his master Mr. Johnson, he
studied Men and Humors more than books; and his
genius affecting comedy, his province was more
observation than study. His plots were his own,
and he forged all his various Characters from
the mint of his ovm experience, and Judgm.ent.
'Tis not therefore to be expected, that I should
be able to trace himi, who was so excellent an
imitator of his master, that he might truly
pass for an original.29
Following the 1873 Pearson reprint edition cam.e renev/ed notice of Brom.e. Along with the very favorable estimate by Swinburne,5^ considered extravagant by Andrews?-^
came various unfavorable esti.mates characterized by moralistic condescension.

Various comments excerpted from J.A.

Sy-monds and F.E, Schelling, who formed their Judgments
during this period, should serve as exempla of this Victorian criticism.
The cock in the fable scratched up a pearl from
the dunghill, and it is possible that some ingenious student may discover pearls in what is
certainly the rubbish heap of Brome's plays.32
Jonson had educated Field, it v;ill be rem.embered; and now the old broken poet, having
nothing to leave his devoted body-servant,
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Richard Brome, imparted to him some learning
and instructed the worthy man in the art of making plays, ... The plotting is undeniably clever,
and the dialogue, as commonly in Brome's comedies, in prose and exceedingly outspoken and
coarse. ... A M^d Cgii^lQ. JL^ll Matched, ... reaches depths of coarseness and vulgarity outfathomIng the worst passages of Middleton. The hero
is an utterly contemptible scamp whose very
lecherousness wins him the widow for a wife;
'the mad couple," Sir Valentine Thrivewell, his
wife, and his city mistress, Alicia, with the
wittol, her husband, are all cf them alike
shameless. The complaisance and unaffectedness
of the immorality of this play lie far lower
than the worst of Middleton, and with some other
passages of Brome relieve Dryden and Wycherley
of the odium of having debased English drama
below depths previously reached in the reign of
the virtuous King Charles. ... With some allowances, it has been truly said of the comedies of Brome that 'his view of the v^orld is
that of a groom, ...and the characters he depicts are drawn from, the experience of a flunky.
: All the coarse and gross and seamy side of human life is shown to us v/ith a prosaic ruthlessness.' Brome is readable in doses, not too
large, from a certain rude power and an ability
to invent situations and dialogues not devoid
of a natural if often broad hum.or; but he wearies and in time disgusts, from the dull level
of his art, which neither his clever plots nor
his careful v/orkmanship can wholly redeem.33
Following the effusion by Schelling, published in 1908,
Brome criticism has been increasingly, if not steadily,
favorable in tone.
The beginning of the new approach is perhaps typified
in Rev. Ronald Bayne's 1910 com;ments which examine in somie
detail the structures of the plays and make from the plays
interpretations regarding Brom.e's abilities.^^ Most critics since that tim*e have given more em.phasis to examinations of the whole plays, and to Brome's craftsmanship,
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and. correspondingly less emphasis to examination of the
morality manifested in the language cf the plays.
Richard Brome: A Study of Hi^ Life and Works, by C.E.
Andrews (1913) is still an important work primarily because it is one of the earliest modern works and contains
some very thorough, if often undiscrirainating, work on
sources.

Its largest vice stems partly from its virtue,

because at points cne receives the impression that Andrews considers the sources more important than the plays.
The entire work is characterized by a negligible understanding of irony which borders on .a comiplete lack of
humor.

This problem is unfortunate, particularly in the

consideration of v/orks by an author who em.phasized irony
and satire.

The critical evaluations presented by Andrews

are disorganized, sketchy and, on the whole, of questionable value.

The attitude conveyed by the book is more of

disparagement than of understanding, and the critical approach, tincted by a Victorian condescension, is slightly
pre-miodern.
G.P. Baker, in a critical essay prefacing The Antipodes in an anthology of representative English comedies,-^^
contributed a very valuable, brief, and intelligent evaluation of Brome's techniques and abilities, especially as
they are reflected in comedies.

His study has proven

quite influential,
Brome's Antipodes has been the most frequently edited
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of his plays,

Ann Haaker's recent edition is thorough and

is easily the most complete study of that play.^^
That this century, and especially the more recent
years, have brought an increased interest in Brome is
worth noting.

R.J. Kaufmann's Richard Brome: Caroline

Playwrip-ht is introduced by T.S. Eliot's statem'ent that
"Brorae deserves to be read more than he is."

Kaufmann's

work is the only coherent interpretation of the body of
Brome's drama and, while at times emphasizing philosophical interpretation at the expense of technical evaluation,
is a very fine, very readable study.

Kaufmann's appreci-

ation of Brome' s abilities and achievem.ent in no vmy detracts from his critical Judgments of Brome's shortcom.ings.
The previous neglect of Brome in serious criticism, is
beginning to be rem.edied, and the recent criticism has
been of a uniformly high quality.

The generally favor-

able evaluation increasingly prevalent is perhaps a reflection of the success of Brome in the pursuit of his ovm
stated critical goal.

Brome wanted to entertain.

It is

clear that he entertained his own age, and that he entertains today as he did then.

Modern critics have begun to

Judge him by his ovm merits and the standards of his time.
It is essential, following this personal and critical
profile of Brome, to consider some of the social forces
which constrained Brome in his participation in expressing
the drama of polarity.

CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Preceding formal changes in society, stresses polarize
in some way the differences of the society.

One change-

minded segment is opposed by an equal reactionary segment.

Caught between are those v/hc think both sides fool-

ish; these want only to maintain a status quo in which
they can live reasonably well.

This pattern holds fairly

well for all changes in large groups, be they whole natiais
or merely groups- of actors.

The polarizing issue may be

moral, aesthetic, financial, or other, or that v;hich in
some v/ay is all of these: political; but it must finally
be something personal, something which may be reduced to
some type of ideology, for ideology (intellectual level)
and belief (personal level) are essential to conflict situations.
Caroline England v/as not exempt from this sort of develop-ment.

Changes had been taking place in English so-

ciety since before the time cf Elizabeth I; but, during
her reign, she had managed to create a relatively stable
society through force, comipromise, and the use of the
state as a buffer to neutralize or absorb .many of the forces effecting change.

Thus in EMzabethan England the

strength of the state created and reinforced an inertia
which damped or redirected the efforts of those v;hc dis24
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sented.

The nation as a whole was in a period of relative

rest and increasing prosperity, although this situation
changed for the worse after the passing of Elizabeth.
With the death of Elizabeth and the accession of those
less able statesmen and rulers who came after her and inherited some of the problems she had postponed, the stability of the order slowly disintegrated.
By the time of Caroline England, the weakness of the
King's influence, increased considerably by his vulnerable
financial position and compounded by both the increasing
affluence and the increasing influence of the expanding
and increasingly independent miiddle class, began to show
in the attitudes of English society.

Caroline society

began to polarize in \'-ipyB dangerous to its stability.
Just how dangerous this polarization ^rss to social
stability we can see quite handily in the Puritan Accession which only form.ally recognized changes v;hich had already occurred.

It v;ill be instructive for us to review

in a general analytical way some of the changes which had
such a great imipact on EngMsh society and in the dramatic
art of Richard Brom.e.
England's rapid commercial growth end resulting general prosperity caught the social institution of England
in a financial squeeze.

Direct taxation v:a s forbidden to

the royal government; it was forced to depend on the Commons, v:ho did have pov/ers of taxation, for rrrnts of funds.
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.The base of power for many centuries in England had
been land ownership, but English commercial ascendancy
brought with it a new system based on money.

And in-

creased money in circulation brought inflation. Paternalism had been a suitable philosophy of government in an age
when an individual could not have his own land except by
inheritance.

Unless he inherited land, he was forced to

go for his living into the Church or into the Court; into
beggary or into agriculture, cultivating another man's
.land to supply his own basic wants.

But paternalism be-

came obsolete quickly v;hen a man could go into business
for himself in Com.merce.

Individualism, in economics, re-

ligion, and politics, becam.e the ruling philosophy.

Old

concepts of the Chain of Being and of Order increasingly
gave way in practice to Money.

Money, not the court, or

titles and land, was emerging, as the v/ay to success.

Com-

merce eliminated the need for land and was the shortest
route to success.

Money progressively became an accept-

able substitute for gentility, culture, and intelligence.
Even before the end of the reign of Elizabeth, who
was not a spendthrift, some of the royal lands were sold
to meet the increasing expenses of administration.

It was

obvious that she had no answer to the royal money problem.
Her successor, James I, inherited a very real problem
what he called his "eating canker of want."

—

He did little

to alleviate the problem and much to increase it through
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his extravagant living.

His financial policies were dull,

unimaginative, and inflexible—very similar to his other
domestic and foreign policies.

James' "eating canker"

became a dragon, ready to devour Charles I.

The depen-

dence of the king on Parliamentary subsidy for wars had
allowed much political leverage to the Commons (controlled
by Puritans, country gentlemen, and others skeptical of
paternalistic theory and practice) during the reign of
James.

The financial problem had become acutely em.barrass-

ing to the royal government.

The country needed a strong,

imaginative and discreet king; it got something else —
Charles,

The costly and unsuccessful foreign wars begun

under James were continued for the first tv;o years of
Charles' rule.

By avoiding wars and military expenses

during the last nine years of his reign, Charles v;ould
have been able to avoid m^uch dependence on Com.mons. But
by choosing to bypass Commons, he also limited severely
the strength of his government, forcing himself later into
politically embarrassing capitulations to the Scots and
Irish because he could not raise enough money to support
armies able to enforce his policies.
The Scottish defeat was a result of Charles' support
for Archbishop Laud's church policies which, by their e.-!!phasis on com-plete conform.ity and episcopal rule, were
completely unacceptable to the individualistic Scots. It
was a typical position for Charles, himself inflexible,
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who had similarly inflexible advisors such as Laud and was
foolish enough to try to force unnecessary conformity to
arbitrary policies.

As a result, these policies were the

direct cause of his fall,

Charles did not have enough

flexibility to be a good ruler; more than anything else,
it was his style of government, rather than its theoretical
base, which the people rejected.
Charles became so desperate for money that he invoked
all the emergency revenue measures available to the King—
even to the extent of fining heavily those who trespassed
the boundaries of the Royal Forests. Measures such as
these made the Kingship laughable and offended many of
those who later were to support the Puritan cause against
him.
In his search for funds, Charles found two very lucrative sources, though they too v/ere eventually to prove inadequate.

The first of these came under the royal prerog-

ative of regulating trade.

Charles, in exchange for large

sums of money, would grant patents (monopolies) for the
manufacture of goods or distribution of services.

This

device aroused great hostility and, at times, great sarcastic laughter^ for Charles sold patents for even the most
trivial services.

The second device was equally unfortu-

nate in a socio-political sense.

Charles sold knighthoods.

Paradoxically, this device for supporting him against those
who wanted to overturn him was actually destructive to the
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standards that he professed to represent, because it recognized, by precedent, the right of money to rule. Moreover,
it transgressed ideas of Order and thus of the royal rights
upheld by it.

V/hile a knighthood traditionally had been

the reward for services rendered, Charles made it the reward for fees rendered.

This practice was a great scandal

to members of the old order.
Charles' policy of selling knighthoods coincided with
events to give an ironic twist to the whole idea of the
gentleman and knight.

It would perhaps be little exaggera-

tion to say that.for every knight that rose from the king's
sword in the morning, another knight fell by the creditor's
sword at sundovm.

Indeed, it is possible that the new

knight paid for his dubbing with lands taken from the hereditary knight.

Knights became so num.erous that being a

knight ceased to have m.uch significance and there arose a
distinction between the two kinds of knighthoods.

This

situation was allied with still another social phenomenon
to create another, equally deep, irony.
The rich tradesman who bought his gentility was unable
to buy v;ith it the cultural background possessed by most cf
the holders of hereditary positions.

He was in much the

same position as the later nouveau riche or arriviste
socialite in America: he had a social position but no social skills.

He had something but knew not what to do

with it, and in his attempt to look like a lord often by
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his ostentation achieved Just the opposite goal of looking
like a clown.

This problem was mirrored on a smaller

scale by the rustic who, unfamiliar with city life and
practices, came to the city to make his fortune and learn
to be a gentleman.

If we are to believe plays, both he

and the new knight were equally gulls; for, while the rustic fell for any number of simple deceits, the new knight
fell for his own deceit and was thereby the greater gull
for his greater pretence of knowledge and background.

The

inversion of social values caused by the change of economies and the attendant political ills is perhaps best illustrated by this dilemma of the hereditary knight or
landed gentleman: he could not afford to live as he was
expected to, but the person who could afford to live as a
knight was not socially prepared to support the role.
The financial schemes initiated by Charles, when combined with long-standing court abuses em.bodied in royal
favorites such as Lord Buckingham, spelled corrupt government, too-big-governm.ent, to the common tradesman and
skilled worker.

Many of them wante(^ a change.

It is not

fair to charge Charles with all of the mess, and it is not
the purpose of this paper to assess blame for what happened;
but it is essential to note that it was during Charles'
reign that all these forces escaped from the control of
the throne and toppled the old order.^'^
Richard Brome was distinctly a member of that old order
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and a spokesman for the ideals it embodied, and he found
in the hypocrisies and follies of the age material for
amusement of the playhouse audience.

Through his works

runs a stream of contrasts (country versus city, gentility
and honesty versus mercantilism and the court, sanity and
measure versus zeal, old versus new, reality versus fashion) expressive of the social polarization wrought in
Brome's period by a complete social reorientation, a transition which made Brome a foreigner in his own city and, as
the supporters of the new courtly fashions in drama tried to
dominate the stage, almost a foreigner on his own stage.
Although Brome was a spokesman for the old order, he
was not, as this study has indicated, a mem.ber of one of
the upper social levels.

His v/ork reflects the viev; of

the intelligent cc-mm.oner and expresses m.any of the things
that were only felt by a majority of the people in London
and in much of England.

It is certain that Brome's devo-

tion to social concerns mirrors a similar interest in the
rest of English society.
The forces of polarization in English society were
felt in the dramatic art of the period.

In the work of

.some artists, who were not concerned except peripherally
with social issues, the social struggle was of little consequence.

In the v/ork of Richard Brome, who was deeply

and personally involved with the welfare of his society,
the struggle was of much greater consequence.

CHAPTER III
MACROCOSI''! AND MICROCOS?^

It has become almost a bromide of literary and artistic criticism that to some extent all creative arts express
the intellectual, emotional, and material concerns of their
times and audiences.
about this idea.

There is surely little of controvert

The basis of its truth may be found in

the thing glibly called Human Nature; few men are able to
mature or function in an atmosphere devoid of social influences, and in the lives of most men, social influences
are.very important.

The increasingly common applicaticn

of this idea in criticism should not decrease its validity;
for it has been long ignored.

Nonetheless, there has been

no general application of this assumption to a critical
interpretation of Brome's work.
The age when Bromie v/rote was, as noted previously, an
age of controversy in a society polarized, in particular,
by economic and political concerns which grew to unrest
and a civil war.

It would have been verv difficult for an

artist, especially a dramatist, to remain aloof from such
a struggle.

Speaking in Brome's Prologues and Epilogues

is a man v/ho would not have remained aloof had he been
able.

He had sufficient character to stand against fads

in his ovm profession; his antipathy to the pretentious
and disproportionately expensive productions of the court
32
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theater has been documented.

He was personally concerned

with and involved in the fortunes of his society; he could
not avoid choosing sides.

The fact of his involvement in

a polarised society forced him to adopt a polemic attitude.
Such an attitude inevitably diminishes artistic freedom
because the forms and the subjects of polemic fall within
relatively narrow boundaries.

In this general but impor-

tant way, Brome's art was affected by the conflicts of
his social m.ilieu.
It is of further significance that the playhouses in
which most of Brome' s plays appeared v;ere frequented primarily by those who, in Brome ' s estimation, as miight be
inferred, would benefit most from his message.

It also

was, no doubt, a source of som.e satisfaction to him. that
he and his plainness could succeed against the competition
of the encroachinr: court dramatists in the private theaters.
Brome' E drama \ie.E played tc the people v;ho had the greatest potential influence in the political order.

Although

there is some evidence that he wrote at one time for a
company playing at the Red Bull (a public theater catering to the everyday public) and in the provinces,^° most
of his plays were produced in the private theaters vrhich
only the relatively well-to-do cculd afford to attend.
This split in the theater-going audience had occurred
after I6IO as a result of the building of enclosed an.d
artificially-lighted theaters.

Concerning the effect of
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this trend on the drama, Clifford Leech has observed that
...the public theater became the home of audiences and of playwrights who gave themselves to
a taste for sim.ple spectacle, homespun sentiment and unambitious comedy, while the private
theaters moved closer to the court and specialized in a drajna of sophisticated enquiry.39
It was to the private theater audiences that most of
Brome's reform appeals were made, although his plays also
contained elements which would have--or did—make them
successful in the public theater.

This duality of appeal

is perhaps a tribute to the training he received under Ben
Jonson, who wrote for the stage long before the drama on
the stage recognized a split in society:

In Jonson's

early days, everyone sav; the same play.' Brome' s sharp eye
also saw all classes in their follies.
A firm conception of the psychology of polarity is essential to an understanding of what happened in the Caroline period.

The polarizing process may be illustrated in

a hypothetical situation such as this:

Two leaders, in a

group of many leaders, attract to their control a m.aJority
of the resources'or power in the general group.

As each

leader becomes more powerful, his pov/er attracts, like a
magnet, others with similar goals, or m.aintaining the conceit, similar charges.

This process continues so long as

there are enough men to maintain grov;th, to increase the
pov/er of both sides.

But as the power of each group in-

creases, its demand for growth, for more power, increases.
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The product of such an alignment process is a twosided pull at first, and, eventually, a conflict as one
of the groups tries to grow at the expense of the other.
However, for a time, conflict or war may be avoided.

The

forces of each may be so strong that they counteract each
other in the center, allowing a zone of neutrality.

This

neutral zone, however, becomes narrower as the sides feel
each other out for weaknesses.

The ends of a magnet may

be truly equipollent because the powers reach an equilibrium which is maintained because there is no attrition of
force.

Unfortunately the situation in a polarized society

is not equally predictable.

So long as each side thinks

the other is equally strong, that victory would not be
profitable, a detente v/ill exist.

But in the sublunary

v/orld of hum.an affairs, this state cannot continue.
One leader discovers a v/eakness in the forces of the
other, and the strength of the first increases by this
amount.

The detente deteriorates, slowly at first, then

more quickly as the power of the one to hold becomes progressively less than that of his opponent to take.

The

expression "Might makes right" has a valid application in
such a v/orld, and those who are guarding only their ovm
profit or position want to be on the winning side.
know which side will "butter their bread."

They

(A whole bat-

talion of homilies might be deployed to illustrate this
Doint.)

After the ccnversions and desertions, when the
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balance of power clearly has shifted, the stronger leader
and his forces will overrun the forces of the weaker and
establish themselves in control of the entire group.
Caroline England was the period of feeling out strengths
through small skirmishes; it was the period of detente, in
its decadent phase, when the balance of power had begun to
shift toward the forces of Commerce and away from the besieged Old Order.

However, the two forces were still

clustered, pulling, seeking to sway those on the other
side, and no one could be neutral or he would be considered an enemy by both sides.
Cne of the illogical, but nonetheless understandable
and potent, creations of a polarized society is a preoccupation with polarity.

Eventually, all questions find

statement in "either-or" form, and all dis-cussion consists
of polemic salvos in the cycle of assertion and counterassertion, reassertion and renewed counter-assertion, with
all the logic of an argument between children ("You did."
"No, I didn't."

"Yes, you did." etc.)

Any evidence is

carefully interpreted to make it support one position or
the other.

An atmosphere of mutual distrust is estab-

lished, each side willing to impute the worst motives to
the other.

Any basis for common understanding is destroyed,

and allegiance—alignment—becomes the all-important issue.
And in a polarized society, even plays are manifestations
of that strategic commodity, allegiance.

3r
.The Caroline playwright by virtue of his art and its
moral unacceptability to the Puritan pole of society, had
one decision ready-made.
dilemma:

But he was confronted by another

Should he participate in the social struggle, or

should he avoid participation?
Writers for the public stage, with its less-demanding
patrons, could very easily choose to avoid participation.
They could concentrate on spectacle and melodrama, thereby
avoiding any real involvement, because these two forms
dealt with traditional, and usually quite unrealistic,
stereotypic figures and had self-contained, asocial standards.

But v/riters for the private, more serious stage

generally had to speak in the polemic language of their
patrons, the only exceptions being, those court dramatists
who chose to make their most important issue elegance of
phrasing and expense of production in a court dram.a which
obscured serious concerns behind the intellectual approximations of spectacle.
The satirist traditionally has occupied a slightly
perilous position.

The danger has increased as the polar-

ization of society has increased.

Excessive zeal on the

part of the satirist in exposing abuses of those in authority could reserve him a place in Jail.

Ben Jonson, even

before the increased sensitivity of the Caroline era, spent
three months during 1597 in Jail for his part in the writing of Isle of Dogs (now lost), a comedy in which he and
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Nashe collaborated.^0

Richard Brome never reached Jail

because of his plays; his satiric mode was never as vicious as Jonson's. Nevertheless, the pressures on Brom:e
were great; he was a satirist but had to write in a form
acceptable to his audience, a form which would neutralize
—- >
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the forces of polarity sufficiently that a more tolerant
logic would Judge his plays and the ideas they contained
and defended.

Brome was on the defensive because the or-

der which had nurtured him was shortly to be overturned.
Brome held to a very definite set of values.

Although

this paper has previously delineated the broad bases of
Brome's social concerns, it will be necessary to examine
some of the more specific assumptions growing from Brome's
very general, perhaps almost sub-conscious, philosophy in
order to understand to a greater degree the effect of the
polarized condition of society on Brome's art.

A more

thorough feeling for Brome's personal alignment will lead
to a better understanding of Brome' s dram.a of polarity.
Brome's philosophy was based on a full acceptance of
the Great Chain of Being, moderated .slightly by a humanistic conception of Reason and Measure as the necessary
means to a good life for all.

Brorae's position as a so-

cial satirist makes necessary a knowledge of his assumptions regarding the nature of society, and the role of man
in society, for on these assum.ptions are based his ideas
of Wisdom and Follv.
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Brome's general assumption was of a static, basically
medieval, society organized in a hierarchical fashion,
with clearly-defined roles and positions for all.

The or-

der in the society reflected the larger Order in the Universe.

This relatively homogeneous society, by conforming

to Order, had a true Body Politic, a corporate society reflecting the Unity, the One in Many and the Many in One,
of God and of his universe.
As God did not change, Brome did not expect his world
or the people in it to change in any fundamental manner.
The people born into this world inherited positions and
their entire, and moral, duty was to fulfill their roles,
because in some degree the functioning of the body politic, of the social corporation, depended on their faithful
discharge of duties.

V/hat v/as m.oral or good for the whole

of society was moral or good for the person.

If each per-

son acted for the good of the whole society instead of for
selfish ends (reflecting pride, the original sin), his actions, his morality, would be reflected in the continued
Unity or unshaken Order of society.^ Each person was dutybound, for the common (and thus his own) good, to function
in his position with Reason and Measure, to attain the best
possible life for all.

Those who acted selfishly were act-

ing against society, thereby alienating themselves from
the Corporation of society.
The basic supposition of this society denies any pos-
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sibi-lity of a good change and thus eliminates beforehand
any concepts of pragmatism or progress.

All changes are,

by so much, perversions, disintegrations of Order and
blasphemies against the divine power which establishes
and maintains Order.

All changes must be met by reform

in order to maintain Unity and Order, the expressions of
Original Truth, of the goodness of God.

The world--soci-

ety—is only a microcosm of the eternal macrocosm.

From

the conflict of this ideal world with the real world that
Brom.e saw grew the Drama of Polarity.
The over-riding concerns of the. Caroline society were
social rather than artistic, and Brome shared these concerns to the extent that his concerns, too, v/ere primarily
social, and presentation of his message was more important
to him than was the developm.ent of a varied artistic medium..

Indeed, his artistry, like his ideal v/orld, changed

very little although he found varied v/ays to combine his
techniques.

However, the concern of this study is not to

examine what little artistic evolution is present in
Brome's works; it is, rather, to examine form, internal
structure, characterization, and resolution in his drama,
showing how it is the product of the psychology of social
polarity.
Brome's plays present, in microccsmic form, the polarized Caroline society.

His major characters embody the

important social issues of the time, as Brome sees them,

o
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representing the polar tensions of the Caroline society
from which they are drawn.

Most characters of a typical

Brome play may be put into three general categories:

Em-

bodiments of Brome's social ideas; embodiments of various
violations of Brome's social ideas; and embodiments of
various violations of Reason.

Cf these three groups, the

second and third are, in absolute terms, guilty of the
same error; however, they are separated because violations
of the latter sort are not actively malicious and the implications of their follies are not large enough to warrant severe censure.

It would not be amiss to consider

these character types, for convenience, as Good Men, Knaves,
and Fools.
It is apparent from the preceding discussion that most
of Brome ' s characters are little miore than, representatives
of social and moral conflict.

They are phenomena of polar-

ity because they develop from attitudes resulting from the
tensions of a polarized society.

The preoccupation with

polarity resolves all issues into overly-simple "either-or**
propositions.

These Judgmental thought patterns are ex-

pressed in a simplified language of choice which ultimately eliminates the middle conditions—the neutral tones—of
life, resulting in good-bad, black-white conceptions of
reality.

This simple language expresses the simplicity of

moral alternatives and creates, as in the plays of Eromie,
correspondingly simple characters who are little m.ore than
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moral figures acting out moral roles in a m.oral cosmos.
These monochromatic characters (Brome's Good Men,
Knaves, and Fools) are pawns in an ideological game or
war.

Because they are only things, not men, there is no

need to represent in them the complexity of men.

Their

raison d 'etre decrees that they be and remain thus, for to
add the humanizing traits of real men would detract from
their ideological impact, obscuring the issues and defeating the purpose of the artist.
To demonstrate that Brome's characterization conforms
to this pattern is to prove the major thesis of this paper;
for., the internal structure, the plot intrigues and the
plot resolution of a typical Brom.e play grov/ organically
fromi the m;oral roles of his characters.

Moreover, the

form Brome used, comedy, v/as, as will be explained later,
virtually -a necessary complement to his dram.a of polarity.
There are extant fifteen plays wholly by Brome.

To

examine all of these .in proof of the thesis would be a
Herculean task of doubtful value.

The analysis of two rep-,

resentative plays by the criteria established should be
adequate to the needs of this limited study.

Although it

would be possible to substantiate the thesis in all of the
plays, this proof will be confined to The City Wit (I63O31) and The Queen and the Concubine (1635-36).'^!

These

plays have been chosen because it is felt that they present together a sufficiently broad spectrum of Brome's work.
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•The plot of The City Wit is as follows:

Crasy, a

young Jeweler, has been bankrupted by his ovm generosity
and attention to the needs of others.

While prosperous,

he lent large sums of money to acquaintances, trusting
them to repay him.

When he came upon hard times in his

business, his creditors refused to extend his credit and
foreclosed upon him.
Requesting repayment of m.onies owed to him, Crasy is
repaid only with advice to get wit, to get rich again,
and to remember never to lend money to anybody on his
promise of repayment.

The burden of the Judgments ren-

dered on him by his wife and mother-in-law (who are later
revealed to have hastened his downfall by theft of his
goods) is that he has done wrong in doing right.
Crasy does "get wit," and, pretending to leave on a
long Journey to recoup his fortunes, disguises himself and
his clever apprentice Jeremiy to search out those who have
wronged him.

Using a series of disguises, he tricks those

who have wronged him out of their ill-gotten gains.

After

the knaves have repented on grudging knee and the follies
of the fools have been exposed, Crasy forgives them all.
An analysis of The City Wit shows that the Good Men
are Crasy and his faithful helper Jeremy.

Crasy, in par-

ticular, ha^ been sinned against by the Knaves (in this
case female) Pyannet, his mother-in-law, and his wife Josina.

The Fools, who differ onlv in the decree to which
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they have sinned against Reason, are in this play also
somewhat knavish in that they all owe, and refuse to repay voluntarily, relatively small amounts of money to Crasy in his time of need.

The Fools are Sneakup, husband

to Pyannet; Toby, son to Pyannet; Linsey-Woolsey, a citizen with a reputation for thriftiness and wisdom; and
Sarpego, a Pedant so fond of Latin phrases that his use is
often fondly malapropistic.

Other characters in the play

are m.arginal, or have ambiguous bit-parts and are thus not
worthy of consideration here.

These excerpts from the play

should demonstrate that The City Wit is, as suggested, a
drama of polarity.
Crasy, as his creditors are assembled to assess his
financial condition, is attacked by Pyannet.

He begins to

defend him.self.
All was but my kind heart in trusting, in
trusting. Father.^2
Pyannet responds to Crasy, with one of her interminable tirades, characterizing very vividly the morality of
herself, of Josina, and, in a smaller degree, of the Fools.
Kind Heart! V/hat should citizens do with kind
hearts; or trusting in any thing bufGod, and
ready m.oney?
Honest Man I Who the Devi11 wish'd thee to be
an honest man? Here's my worshipfull Husband,
^^- Sneakup, that from a Grasier is come to be
a Justice of Peace: And, what, as an honest man?
Hee grew to be able to give nine hundred "pound
with my daughter; and, what, by honestie? Mr.
Sneakup and I are come up to live i'th City, and
here we have lyen these three years; and what?
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for honesty? Honestyl V/hat should the City do
with honesty; when 'tis enou?rh tc undoe a v.hole
Corporation? . . .'^3
No sooner has Crasy left Josina than she propositions Jeremy, who turns away from her.
revealed early in the play.

Josina's character is thus
In a subsequent scene with

his debtor, Crasy tries to collect some debts.

Toby, his

brother-in-law, gives him this advice:
...I confesse I am your Debtor for the loane
of som.e hundred Marks. How you have need: v;ho
has not? you have need to have it. I have
need to pay it. Here's need of all hands.
But Brother, you shall be no looser by me.
Purchace Wit; Get wit (look you) wit. And
Brother, if you come to the Court, ncv; my Mother and m:y Father have bourht m.e an office
there, FC you will bring m.y Sister with you,
I will make the best shew of veu that I can.
It m^ay chance to set you up araine, Brother;
tis m:any p.n honest mians fortune, tc rise by
a good V/ife. Farev:ell sweet Brother. Prithee
grov/ rich araine; and v/eare good Cloaths, that
that /^ijc'7 v/e m.ay keep cur Ac'-'uaintance still.
Farev/ell, deare Brother.'^'^
This advice proves pivotal in the ccn.duct of the plot
and its intrigues, for after Jeremy (speaking concerning
Josina's proposition) has epitomized their position in the
word s:
Intro th I was faine to make my selfe an .Asse,
or else I had been tempted to have been a Knave./5
Crasy resolves tc be revenged.
I am reso.'v'd I will revenge. I never prcvok'd my braine yet. But now if I clap not fire
in the layles of some of these Samscns Foxes
seems my defect of Fortune v.^ant of v/it?
Noe. The sense cf our slight sports confess'd
shall have, That snv may be rich, v/ill be a
knave. ^^^
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The intrigues that he and Jeremy create as a result of
this resolve bring the plot to its resolution, which vindicates the Good Men and exposes the evils of the Knaves
and the follies of the Fools.

Crasy uses his wit, in com-

bination with their base, selfish and foolish motives, to
expose them.
Crasy's intrigues, which he considers knavish, are
Justifiable because the Knaves and Fools, by their anticorporation actions, have put themselves outside the pale
of the normal laws of moral society.
in effect, are outlaws.

The Knaves and Fools,

After his successful trickeries,

Crasy confronts the assem.bled Knaves and Fools and, characterizing himself ironically as "The Foole Citizen, The
Asse Citizen, The Cuckold Citizen,"^7 accents the stupidity of those v/ho had pretended to be wise encugh to advise
him.
During the progress of the play, Toby, quoted above,
has had "wit" enough to engage himself to be married to
the V/idow Tryman, who is Jeremy in disguise.

In the con-

clusion, which seems somewhat forced, Crasy forgives the
Knaves and Fools and welcomes them back into the Corporation.
Let us make this a merry night.
Think of no losses. Sirs, you shall have none;
My honest care beinp: but to keep mine owne.
What
t, by my slights, I got more than my due,
I t;imely will restore again to you.'^^
They presumably have been reformed and will not again act
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against the welfare of others.

The catharsis of the so-

cial malaise represented by them has been effected by the
intrigues of the Good Men.

The Knaves and Fools accept

his kindness "Thanks kind Mr. Crasy. thanks."^9
the word-monger, is given the final words.

Sarpego,

He refers to

Crasy as "Domine,"5G which may or may not refer to Crasy's
role as a moral leader.
The Queen and the Concubine is, in m.any respects, a
play that one would not expect to find in a collection of
• Brome's v;orks.

There is in this play a conscious attem:pt

by the author to maintain a consistent poetic standard;
most Brome plays are in prose with occasional couplets to
mark the end of a scene or an important speech. Moreover,
this is one of only two Brome plays (the other being his
last, A Jovial Crew) in which a major character attains
some humanity.

It is interesting to wonder whether Bromie,

minus his contagious optimAsm., might have produced a tragedy using this character Gonzago, King of Sicily.

The

king does attain a faint sem;blance of tragic vision, but
Brome quickly brings on action to dispel the darkness of
contemplation.

By Brome's indication of unwillingness to

linger in the darkness, we may d-educe that his tragedy
might never have com^e off, tending instead to becomie mielodrama.

Hcwever, as the play exists, it is quite interest-

ing and generally satisfactory.

The Queen and the Concu-

bine owes much to Shakespeare; it is in especial debt to
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The .Tempest, and even casual observation will show many
points of similarity.

This play demonstrates a very con-

siderable and serious effort by the author and perhaps deserves more critical study than it has received.
Although the form and artistic direction of The Queen
fiHi the Concubine differ markedly from the seeming typical
Brome play, the informing m.oral structure of the plot remains essentially that which was seen in The City Wit.
The plot of Th^ Queen and the Concubine51 is as follows:
Gonzago, the King of Sicily, is a passionate. Jealous,
and covetous man.

As the play begins, he is Jealous of

the praise given to his faithful General Sforza, who has
Just returned from, an exceptional military victory in
which he personally participated with great and effective
valor.

At the welcoming ceremcnies for Sforza, the king

espies Alinda, Sforza's daughter, one of the attendants
of the virtuous Queen Eulalia, and is immediately attracted by her youthful beauty and flirtatious manner.
Her father Sforza^ a highly moral and conventional
man, is horrified at her conduct and would rather kill her
himself than to see her try to fulfill her stated ambition
of becoming Queen.

Gonzago, already Jealous of Sforza's

momentary glory and now insane with lust for Alinda, has
Sforza seized and imprisoned for "treason."

Eulalia is

"convicted" of adultery with Sforza and, for her offence,
banished from the Court and from the kingdom.

Some of her
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faithful servants, who love her and know that she is innocent of wrong, follow after her.
Petruccio, a good general and a bitter personal enemy
of Sforza (probably for professional reasons, because of
Sforza's longtime preferment by the king) is recalled to
the Court and appointed to execute Sforza. Petruccio,
however, is an honest and honorable man with high motives,
and he quickly senses Sforza's innocence and becomes his
friend, helping him to escape and convincing the king that
Sforza has been executed.
Eulalia is discovered surrounded by a benign Nature
and, accompanied by the chirping of birds, she soliloquizes on the healthfulness and pleasantness of her new
world as compared with the Court.

She consoles herself

by asserting the essential vanity of life in the Court,
and then falls asleep.

Walle

asleep, she is visited by a

Genius v/ho endows her with prophetic and medical skills
and other abilities useful and profitable.

Her faithful

servants Lodovico and Andrea catch up to her and, in disguise and making commentary on the foolish pom.p of the
Court, greet her.

She sees through the disguises immedi-

ately.
Eulalia and her two companions are in Palermo, the
Queen's by dowry.
are ill.

They are approached by country folk who

Following this, in a succession of scenes shov/ing

the virtue of the good Eulalia, the sick are cured, assas-
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sinq sent by Alinda are detected, and the country folk and
their children are taught useful skills, .music, art, and
literature.

By earning her own keep, Eulalia protects her

friends from charges of aiding her, a capital crime under
a decree of the king.
Alinda is Jealous at reports of Eulalia's prosperity;
she feels that her own position is threatened in Eulalia's
existence.

She plots to have Prince Gonzago killed, and

it is revealed that she was the m.over behind the decree of
death for her ovm father.

But Alinda's ambition has mad-

dened her, and she demands more and more proofs of love
from Gonzago.

She asks for, and gets, his consent to the

death of Eulalia.
Before the Court visits Eulalia in her rustic paradise, the king, previously shaken by the death he ordered
for his son at Alinda's behest, perceives his own error-his m.adness--and Alinda's madness.

He is struck by re-

morse and knowledge of m.ortal guilt.
Petruccio, who earlier spared Sforza, has also spared
Prince Gonzago, who has gone to his mother.

Sforza appears

to King Gonzago, who is overcome and begins to see what
course he miust take to right what wrongs he can still
right.

The Court visit to Eulalia shows him, by compari-

son, the virtues and goodness of Eulalia and the m.adness
of Alinda.

His son is restored to him and under the heal-

ing influence of Eulalia, who is restored tc her rightful
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place, all, even Alinda and her minions, are restored to
sanity and m.orality.

The kingdom, which has been ill be-

cause of the madness of the king, is returned to health.
Although this play is far more complicated in characterization and plot structure than was The City Wit, it
remains a drama of polarity.

There are no Fools in this

serious play; although the king seems to be one, he is
mad, not foolish, and his actions are not wholly rational.
Most of the remaining characters fit readily into the categories of Good Men and Knaves.
The Good Men are Sforza, Petruccio, Eulalia and her
court, and the good-hearted country folk of Palermo, while
the Knaves are Alinda and her minions.

The king is good

and bad at different times; he progresses from bad to good
through the services of Sforza, Eulalia, and others who
love him and the kingdom enough to defy his insanity.
Otherwise, the division of characters shows the intent of
the author.

The sympathetic characters are those who re-

main loyal to their principles and their king even when it
is dangerous for them personally.

The Good Men are moral

people who know their places and work for the good of others in the social corporation.

The Knaves, Alinda and her

coterie, are people corrupted by ambitions and the false,
glittering values of the Court.

They are unnatural and

selfish beyond belief, capable of seeking the death of
honest men—even parents and children--for personal gain.
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For the empty shows of the Court, they are willing to work
against the welfare of the whole society.

This moral

blindness is best typified in Alinda's abuse of the king
(symbol of the kingdom) and his son (symbol of succession
and stability) for her own ambitious ends which defeat
themselves even as did the selfish motives of the Knaves
in The City Wit.
The plot is developed around the characters of the
king, Alinda, and Eulalia.

The king's strong desires drive

him mad, and Alinda, mad with ambition, is willing to use
his madness to satiate her insane desires. Both put their
desires above the good of the kingdom.

The plot grows

from the wrongs which they comimit against the Order of the
kingdom.

The intrigues of Alinda nearly destroy the king,

the kingdom, and Alinda.

The goodness of Eulalia supplies

a counter-intrigue, for in Sforza, Petruccio, and others
who support her, it inspires faith.
intrigue--an intrigue of conscience.

Her existence is her
Through her devotion

to the king and those about her, she eventually, with the
help of her friends, restores morality and sanity.
The polarity of the dramatic microcosm is established
not only by contrast of characters but also by contrast of
place and atmosphere.

After Eulalia leaves the palace

(symbolic of the health of the nation), it becomes an unhealthy, unpleasant place, especially for the king, v/ho
begins to receive his punishment in the person of his
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Alinda.

She rants at him constantly, giving him no rest

until she has what she wants.
place where Eulalia lives.

In contrast is the pleasant

In it, love, mutual trust, and

common goals give fulfillment, security, and meaning to
the lives of all.

Through Eulalia, the illnesses of the

country folk are cured, as is the illness of the kingdom,
represented in the king and in Alinda.
The Queen and the Concubine, although much more complex than The City Wit, demonstrates polarity based on the
same assum.ptions.

Through the intrigues of the plot, based

on forces set in motion by characters representing moral
and amoral roles in conflict, wrongs are righted; those
who have transgressed moral laws are restored to governance by those lav/s and, thus, are restored to membership
in the social corporation.
Brome' s plays m.irrored in miniature the polarity, as
he saw it, of his society, of the conflict between traditional corporate social values and newer social values
based on selfish personal goals.

Brome's drama reflects

in its entirety the traditional medieval conception of life
as an imperfect representation of a perfect moral macrocosm
in which all things do hang together, having Unity because
they are illuminated from the same Center in which there is
no Contrariety or Duality of purpose.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

Brome has been, from his own time, considered as a Son
of Ben.

Some of the more disparaging estimates have rated

him as little more than a hack copyist, servile always to
the rudimentary skills and ideas bestowed upon him

as

though pure largesse from a dying master to an ever-faithful slave.

The general weakness of these critiques is

that they tend to set up all--or, at least, most—techniques of the satiric dramatic art as the exclusive property of Jonson.

In truth, most of these techniques had

been used for centuries, not only by playwrights but also
by all who found it necessary to depict human behavior.
Humanity imposes common modes on all v/ho v/ill chronicle
honestly its follies.
Circumistance, as much as anything, is responsible for
the orie-in of the "Son of Ben" label for Brome.

He was

Jonson's servant and Jonson considered him a follov/er of
his art.

From these facts, and from a definite outward

similarity in Brome's plays, Brome's contemporaries considered him a Son of Ben (a term of honor, it must be noted,
while Jonson was Master of the Revels).

Brorae thought of

himself as a Son to Ben, as many of his Prologues reveal.
But the thoughts of Brome and his contem.poraries were not
^.4
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based on any critical study of evidence in his plays; the
label was awarded primarily on circumstantial evidence.
Although Brome and Jonson had similar ideological orientations which led to parallel development on some points,
and in spite of some cases of obvious imitation by Brome
of Jonsonian characters, there were fundamental differences separating the two men.

These differences may per-

haps be combined, and contrasted indirectly through a brief
consideration of the functien of comedy in Brom.s's art.
It was shown earlier that Brorae's plays bore, in their
diversity, a ccmm.on m.essage.
significant fact:

There is one other highly

All cf Brome's plays .end happily and

thus conform to the general definition of comedy.

Although

Brome was a satirist and had a message of reform, his plays
were controlled by comedy.

This point is em:blematic of

the different orientations of Brome and Jonson.
The distinction between Brome and Jonson, stated most
simply, is that drav/n between the sarcastic laughter of
ridicule (Jonson) and the laughter of a tolerant man at
the folly of men who try to be what they are not.

Jonson

ridicules the cripple because he cannot walk, because he
is imperfect.

Brome laughs at the folly of the cripple in

trying to run when he cannot walk.
Brome's comedy is a humanizing element which supplies
an ideologically neutral climate in which men may be what
they will be end do what they will do, reaping v/hat they
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sow until at last they learn their folly, leave their presumption, and are invited tc Join the corporate struggle
of men to achieve, however imperfectly, some common good.
Ideally, in Brome's satires, the Knaves are truly reformed,
their madness or evil catharsized, and they no longer desire, or believe in the possibility of, personal preferment; their aim is social good.

Offenders in Brome's

plays are Judged not by arbitrary legal standards but by
the relative and humane standard of social welfare which
demajids reform rather than punishment.
As a contrast to Brom.e's leniency may be offered Jonson's trial and punishment of Volpone (Volpone) and his
puniEhm.ent of Fastidious Brisk (Every Man Out of His Humour) at the conclusions of their respective plays.
Basic to these differences in com.ic ideals are differences in conception of the nature of Man and the nature of
existence.

The type cf com.edy which guides Brorae's plays

to happy endings is the knowledge of the comedy of existence which guides Chaucer in his happier tales, and Erasmus in his praise of Folly, and Shakespeare in his comedies.
It expresses the knowledge that the human condition is essentially a condition cf frailty and that man cannot live
by absolute, inflexible lav/s imposed by God or Man. It,
in effect, by recognition of the fallibility of men and
the necessity for men to live within their limits, makes
impossible a tragic dram^a based on grand passions and ob-
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sessions such as those of Hamlet and Lear and Macbeth.
Brome's spirit goes m.ore easily with measure, balance, and
Reason than with tragedy, which cannot exist without subjective distortions of reality.
Just as Brome's sense of the comic is more akin to
Shakespeare's than to Jonson's, so his satire is generally
guided by a reasonableness found most not in Jonson but
in Shakespeare and expressed best by Jaques in A^ You Like
It (II, vii, 70-87).

It is the "wild goose" thecry, which

is foreign to Jonson's often sim^ply censorious approach.
Why, who cries out on pride
That can therein tax any private party?
Doth it not flow as hugely as the sea
Till that the weary very m.eans do ebb?
What wom.an in the city do I namiC
When that I say the city woman bears
The cost of princes on unv/orthy shoulders?
^Vho can come in and say that I mean her
When such a one as she such is her neighbor?
Or what is he of basest function
That says his bravery is not on my cost.
Thinking that I mean him, but therein suits
His folly to the mettle of my speech?
There then, how then? V/hat then? Let me see
wherein
My tongue hath v/ronged him. If it dc him right.
Then he hath wronged himself. If he be free.
Why then my taxing like a wild goose flies,
Unclaimed of any man.
• If to be a Son of Ben is merely to be influenced by
Jonson, Brome is a Son of Ben.

But if it is tc be a poor

Imitator, Brome is no Son of Ben.

The two men are separ-

ated by too many fundamental differences for one to be
considered a copier of the other.
This study of Brome's v/orks supports the conclusion
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that Brome's drama is a highly personal drama molded by
the conflicts of the times more than by any attempt by
Brome to imitate his formier master Jonson.

Attempts to

Judge Brom.e by his success or failure by the standards of
dramatists of other periods are unrealistic.

Brome's

achievement was limited by his social milieu, but he was
one of the best dramatists cf the Caroline period; his
drama of polarity deserves to be read more than it is.
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